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introduction

Why an  
InternatIonal  
SolIdarIty Chart  
for Water
Rosario Lembo *

There’s a new goal to achieve by the next 20-50 years 
beside the environmental challenge connected to the relation  
between Man and Mother Heart: to assure the right of access 
to water to the future generations that will live on Hearth. 
Without water there’s no life, nor peaceful cohabitation  
between people.

Strong of the fact that Hearth is composed for its 2/3 of 
water, the International Community used water as an unlimited and 
inexhaustible resource, to exploit and consume like all natural and 
fossil resources on Hearth.

On the legal side, few actions have been taken: it was 
defined the national Sovereignty over water resources and the Na-
tions were proposed to avoid possible conflicts with water use by 
subscribing international agreement for the use and access of avail-
able water resources regarding international basin.

The demand to guarantee to all inhabitants of hearth 
the access to safe drinking water, for human use, was already pro-
posed in 1998 by the World Agreement of Water. Later, it was includ-

(*) President of the Italian Committee of World Contract for Water – Onlus 
www.contrattoacqua.it Campaign  “WATER - Water Access Through Empowerment of 
Rights”.
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ed into the Declarations for the recognition of the right to water, 
which concluded the World Social Forums. No other solutions were 
proposed after the “Millennium Development Goals”, that… commit-
ted the Nations to halve, by 2015, the number of people who don’t 
have access to water, that is 1 billion and 500 million people.

According to the Unicef Report presented during the 
Verifying Assembly of the Millennium Development Goals – New 
York September 2010 – 2,6 billion people still don’t have access to 
sanitation and 884 million people still don’t have access to safe 
drinking water.

The reduction in the number of the people with no ac-
cess to water – compared to 1,5 billion people in 2008 – is not the re-
sult of a huge financial commitment, nor of an efficient international 
development programme. It is mainly a statistic result. 

The answers could be find at first by the different meas-
urement parameters of the access to water introduced in the JMP 
report 2010 (Joint Monitoring Programme of OMS and UNICEF), 
calculated on the distance of population to the first draw well or 
access source. And as well by the 423 million of Chinese that before 
were classified between those who didn’t have access to water.

An important percentage of Chinese population is now 
classified in the category of those who have access to water, due to 
the opening of the markets to the globalisation processes, and to 
the migration of the rural population towards big cities.

Looking at the future beside the number of those who 
still don’t have access to water it necessary to take note of two wor-
rying projections. 

Even if only 6,7% of renewable water resources would 
be exploited, the world population will face a growing water alarm 
by the beginning of the XXI century due to the scarcity of fresh wa-
ter available. In the last fifty four years the water resources available 
per capita have decreased of 50 % (from 16.800 to 8.470 m³) due to 
population growth and to climate changes. The forecasts shown that 
by 2025 there would be only 4800 m³ of water available That means a 
consumption of 57% of the resources available by the next 15 years. 

The International Food Policy Research considers that 
according the actual demographic growth and water consumption 
growth rates, the water demand will increase of 50 % by 2025.

The first answer to these question is in the will of the 
International Community and single States to question the actual 
development model based on the growth and to reorganize the ag-
ricultural models and exploitation policies of water sources for pro-
ductive and energetic uses. This challenge risks to fail for a lack of 
will and of a world authority. 

The second answer comes from the will of singe States 
to subscribe and to implement the Resolution approved by the Unit-
ed Nation Assembly on the 28th of July. The Resolution ratified “the 
right to safe drinking water and to sanitation as an essential human 
right to the complete enjoying of life and all human rights”.(1) The 
recognition of the United Nations of safe water as human right may 
represent the starting point to create a different future.

The Resolution implementation was the subject of a 
specific Resolution of the UN Human Rights Council. On Septem-
ber 24th, the Council codified the assumption and the procedures to 
make the water access a human right.(2)

The first principle (art. 8, comma a), declares that 
Nations have the responsibility to guarantee the full exercise of all 
human rights. Even thought the management and distribution of 
safe drinking water and sanitation to private structures, Public 
Administration is not relieved from its duties.

The second principle (art. 10), put in charge the co- 
operation and technical assistance of States and UN Specialized 
Agencies, of the implementation of financial instruments for the 
achievement of Millennium Development Goals.

(1) General Assembly Resolution 64/92 of 28th July of 2010.  
(2) Human Rights Council Resolution of U.N. A/HRC/15/L.14, 24th September of 2010.
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The United Nation Resolution ratify the right to safe 
water and gives to single States and to the International Community 
the responsibility to find the economic resources to effectively guar-
antee the right to water. This recognition opens new important pos-
sibilities. At the same time the Movements of civil society defending 
common goods and in particular NGOs are called to assume specific 
commitments.

The first commitment is meant to oblige single State 
to ratify the UN Resolution, by action and national advocacy cam-
paign. Without States ratification, the UN resolution won’t lead to 
any result. 

The second commitment is meant to look out on the 
commitments that single States will assume on the side of na-
tional and international cooperation programmes to guarantee 
the right to water.

The States and the International Community should 
avoid delegating to private and multinational enterprises the man-
agement of water programmes and financial resources, that instead 
should be destined to international cooperation projects to guar-
antee the right to water for everyone. The attempt to delegate to 
privates, strongly came out during the discussion held before the 
ratification of the UN Human and Social Rights Council resolution 
that took place last September in Geneva, as application of the UN 
resolution.

Some Associations defending the right to water in dif-
ferent continents conducted a strong monitoring and critical action 
on government delegations, to stop these attempts.

It is important to remind that the leading philosophy 
applied by the UN Agencies for international cooperation and the 
States adopted a market oriented management models. 

Public-private partnerships were promoted and they 
subordinated the access to water to a credit card and to water fee.

The NGO member of the cooperative project WATER (3) 

approved the proposal of the World Contract on Water to implement 
the adoption of a “Charter of Solidarity for the Access to Water” in 
the years 2009-2010. This commitment comes from all the motiva-
tions mentioned above and from the awareness that in order to val-
orise the commitment for the right to water, a new world Politic for 
water have to grow up. 

Why an InternatIonal Charter of solIdarIty for Water.

The first motivation was shared by all NGOs adopt-
ing the Charter. This motivation is the need to stop the promotion 
of water commercialization and of private management. To build 
up, in stead, new managements and new international cooperation 
projects based on a Charter of Ethical Principles affirming water as 
a human right. 

The second motivation behind the adoption of a Char-
ter of Solidarity for the Access to Water is the will to sustain and 
promote the implementation of the Resolution approved by the UN 
Assembly on the 28th July of 2010. 

The resolution affirms that “the right to safe drinking 
water and to sanitation is a human right, and it is essential for a full 
enjoyment of life and of other human rights”.

The “Charter of Solidarity for the Access to Water” 
aims to realize the right to water for everyone using new modality 
and international cooperation forms.

The big challenge of the XXI century is the construction 
and the realization of the right to water to everyone through new 
method of international solidarity. And this calls for citizen mobili-
zation.

(3) WATER - Water Access Through Empowerment of Rights”, countries: Italy, Belgium, 
France, Greece, Slovenia and Spain.
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The challenge invests mainly the International Coop-
eration actors: these are NGOs but also donor Institutions.

The founding principles of the behaviours proposed by 
the International Charter of Water have been discussed and shared 
with local communities and Latin American partners. At first, they

have been shared with those populations like the Boliv-
ian communities, the first to meet the consequences of privatization, 
but also with Africans communities, European and Italian Develop-
ment NGOs.

The support and the subscriptions of the Charter will 
mark out the success or the failure of this proposal in next years and 
will demonstrate the commitment of the International Community.
Some of the Charter’s constrains and agreements could seem hard 
to realize for some Institutions or actors. At the same time they rep-
resent the basis and the purposes to accept and practise to achieve 
the right to water for everyone and to avoid that water is available 
only for those who can afford for it.

The first proposal for a Charter of Solidarity for Access 
to Water was launched at the end of the first Citizen and Water Elect-
ed Assembly, held in Brussels in 2009 at the European Parliament. 
This Declaration was subscribed by Institutions, Local Government 
delegations, NGOs and Governments Representatives of the Euro-
pean Commission:
•  We don’t have any right to keep the conditions that deprive more
of two billion people, in majority women and children, of a human
and decent lif.
•  We don’t have any right to fuel the factors which lead to wars for 

water, with the only objective of perpetuate our power in terms of 
wealth and consume.

•  We rather have the duty to act for the development of a society 
founded on the right to life for everyone and on the responsible 
participation of all citizens to the government of water and its ra-
tional and sustainable use

•  We are strongly convinced that Hearth is not a space of resources 
to conquer, nor the object of a predatory exploitation and a devas-

tating consumption. We strongly believe that Hearth is a “common 
home” for all inhabitants and this should represent more than a 
simply declaration.

It should contrast the “competition struggle” for its 
wealth and for its existence. Water requires Hearth to become a 
symbol of life for everyone, the source of a peaceful life. With the 
recognition of the right to water by the United Nations there are 
now the instrument to realize this principle.

The Charter of International Solidarity for Water is 
meant to be the contribution that the NGOs of the WATER Cam-
paign bring to the attention of the Commission and the European 
Parliament.

It is important to build up Politics based on water 
sharing and defending water from market oriented dynamics and 
to financial speculation.

It is of a main importance to promote international 
cooperation models to protect human rights rather than commer-
cial markets. This kind of cooperation could promote management 
models run by local communities and by citizens, based on solidar-
ity principles and associated to a responsible use for the protection 
of water resources.
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the development  
proCeSS of the Charter 
of SolIdarIty  
for aCCeSS to Water
Marco Iob *

The process that brought to the final draft of the 
Charter of Solidarity for Access to Water started on 2006 from 
the need to recognize the right to water through International 
Cooperation.

The Italian Committee for the Water Contract 
presented the first international presentation of the motivations 
and intentions for such a Charter, during the event “Rencontres 
Internationales pour le Droit de l’Eau”, organized by the France 
Libertès Danielle Mitterand Foundation in Marseille on 23rd and 
25th November 2006.

Many Representatives of international Organisation 
together with European, American andAfrican Institutions took 
part to the even (1).

Following the meeting’s success in terms of interest, 
the Italian Committee for the World Water Contract started to 
work on a first draft of the Charter, using the experiences of the 
Committees NGOs (CeVI, COSPE, Mani Tese, Fratelli dell’Uomo 
and CIPSI).

(*) Centro di Volontariato Internazionale. 
(1) ACTES do “Rencontres Internationales pour le Droit de l’Eau” - France Libertés - 
Fondation Danielle Mitterrand avec la Région Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.  
23-25 Novembre 2006 - Marseille.
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The first draft of the Charter was discussed for the 
first time at an international level during the first World Assembly 
of Elected Citizens of Water (AMECE) in Brussels, at the Europe-
an Parliament. The Assembly was followed by the preparation of a 
World Action Plan including new commitments. 

The commitment at point 4 referred to an International 
Cooperation based on the Charter Principles  (2).

The Action Plan launched by the AMECE was held as 
a basis for the draft of the project WATER - Water Access Through 
Empowerment of Rights”, leaded by the CeVI – International Vol-
unteering Centre - and composed by Italian Organizations (Cicma, 
CIPIS, Cospe, Legambiente), and Belgian (Green), French (France 
Libertés), Dutch (TNI), Slovenian (Humanitas), Greek (Humanitas), 
and Spanish organizations (Cerai). 

The main purpose of the Project was “The promotion 
of the cooperation, participation and solidarity principles in Interna-
tional and National Water Management interdependent with South-
ern Countries Management”. 

The project included different actions aimed to the 
revision, confrontation, final draft and diffusion of the Charter of 
Solidarity for Access to Water through the promotion of an “Ethic 
Cooperation for water”.

This process was enriched by the confrontation on op-
erating principles and criteria with NGOs, local communities like the 
Bolivian ones that first knew the consequences of privatization and 
with the African Water Network, an African Organization Network 
founded in the meanwhile (World Social Forum of Nairobi 2007).

The first version of the Charter was presented in Italy 
and discussed during different seminars and congresses focused on 
water issues, such as the following:

•  “Traditional knowledge and social water management in the south 
of the World – a comparison of different Experiences of Regional 
Cooperation” organized by the organization “Water Civilization” 
of Bologna on 25th and 27th October 2007. The Charter was 
published inside the congress acts which were published by the 
magazine Silis  (3);

•  “Water: the milk of mother Hearth”, the collective good practices 
for a correct use of this resource organized by the GMA and CIPSI 
at the University of Padua on the 2nd February 2009;

•  The seminar “Water and sustainable agriculture”, in Rome, 
connected to WaterMed 2009.

The Charter was finally presented during the Seminar 
“Reclaiming Public Water Network Global Strategy”, held in Brussels 
from the 1st to the 3rd February 2010. The event was organized by 
the Reclaiming Public Water Network and realized by CEO, TNI, 
EPSU, PSI, CeVI Blue Planet project, Focus on Global South and 
Enginyers sans Fronteres (ESF) in collaboration with African 
Water Network, the network VIDA (Vigilancia Interamericana para 
la Defensa y Derecho al Agua) and Our Water Commons.

More than 70 people representing Associations, NGOs, 
Public Enterprises of Water Management, Trade Unions, and 
Research Centres coming from Europe, America, Africa and Asia 
took part to the seminar.

The elaboration process of the Charter was long and 
complex and it became an important moment of confrontation 
between different point of views and experiences of organizations

and local communities committed for the right to water. 
The different cultural approaches of the European Movements 
compared to the Indigenous People of Latin America or to the 

(2) World Assembly of the Elected and Citizens for Water – Brussels, European Parlia-
ment, 18th – 20th March 2007, Catalogue 2007, CeVI Editions.

(3) Silis. “Annali di Civiltà dell’Acqua”. Number 4-5 year 2008, Eriberto Eulisse. 
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Charter of  
InternatIonal SolIdarIty 
for aCCeSS to Water

PrefaCe

The Italian Committee for World Contract on Water has 
been working for ten years to increase the awareness campaigns for 
the proposals contained into the Manifesto for a public government 
on Water (2001-2005), in the recommendations of different final Dec-
larations of Water Social Forum, of the Alternative Forum of Water 
(Florence 2003, Geneva 2005), and in the World Assembly of Citizens 
and Elected for Water (Brussels 2007). Many National and Interna-
tional Institutions accepted to face the theme of access to water as a 
human right. Since 2000, many events and commitments took place. 
They aimed to attract resources to solidarity and international coop-
eration activities to allow an equal access to water and sanitation.

At the same time the United Nations Agencies adopted 
some important specific initiatives (1) about water theme:
•  the UN Assembly Resolution of 20th December 2000 proclaimed 

2003 as the International Year of Water,
•  the launch of the International Decade for action “Water for Life” 

(2005-2015),on 23rd December 2003, 

(1) -  Action Plan of Mar del Plata adopted by the United Nations Conference on 
Water (Mar del Plata 1977) - Resolution n. 32/158 - 19 December 1977.

  - Rio Declaration on environment and sustainable development (1992). 

African or Asian urban experiences, revealed different visions 
regarding essential issues like the right to water, sanitation, water 
management, and the concept of common good. 

The Charter is the first effort to give voice and value 
to these diversities. As a result, it’s not a dogmatic paper but it’s a 
working tool to improve through experimentation, evaluation, and 
discussion.
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•  the UN Assembly Resolution of 28th 2010, affirms “the right to 
safe drinking water and sanitation as a human essential right to 
full enjoyment of life and all human rights” (2).

The financial instruments finalized to guarantee the 
access to water to everyone are limited today to specific financial 
programmes activated by different sources: European Commission 
(Water Facility Found); bilateral cooperation with the main donors 
countries; resources bids promoted by Foundations or cooperation 
channels held by local governments; donated resources by enter-
prises for water management; and finally citizens initiatives, like the 
recent proposal “one cent for water”, adopted by different AATO in 
Italy, as well as campaigns promoted by NGOs on water to find the 
financial resources.

Following the birth of a large number of instruments 
and proposals, a Charter of intention called “International Solidarity 
Charter for the Access to Water” was drafted. 

The charter contained suggestions and orientations 
aimed to guarantee both the cooperation projects and the financing 
programmes. To be coherent with the principles introduced by the 
Manifesto for a World Contract of Water and with the UN Resolution 
n. A/64/L.63/ Rev.1. 

The Resolution affirms “the right to safe drinking wa-
ter and sanitation as an essential human right to the full enjoyment 
of life and all human rights”. It reinforced the State’s responsibility 
for the promotion and protection of human rights that are universal, 
indivisible, interdependent and interconnected and that should be 
treated globally and equally with the same commitment.

According to these principle the Charter of Solidarity:
•  Is proposed to NGOs, Associations, Local Bodies to realize, sus-

tain, and collect funds for cooperation and solidarity connected 
to access to water and to sanitation, as a referring framework 

to use for the interventions and implementation management. 
With a specific reference to the access criteria to institutions 
and Public Bodies grants and to the management of collected 
funds destined to cooperation projects, which have as main ob-
jective the access to water and sanitation, or the use of local 
water resources.

•  It proposed as a guide line to be introduced in bids and to be 
adopted in the admission and concession of grants for projects 
aimed at the access to water and sanitation, to Institutions (Gov-
ernment and Agencies) and cooperation projects financing Bod-
ies (Foundations, regional cooperation, ABC Funds, cents/m3).

objeCtIves of the Charter

1)  To spread the principles of the Manifesto for the World Contract 
on Water (access to water as a human right, defence of water as a 
common good, democratic participation and responsibility of citi-
zens to the management):

 •  Torealize cooperation and international solidarity activities con-
cerning water, leaded by civil society actors (NGO, Associations, 
etc.), local governments, trade unions, etc.;

•  The criteria of granting, selection and evaluation of programmes 
and projects of cooperation and international solidarity financed 
by cooperation agencies and institutional bodies (UE, Ministries, 
Regions, Local governments, Foundations, ATO, etc.), should aim 
to guarantee the access to water and sanitation.

2)  To Sustain and follow the enforcement of these principles and the 
experimentation of responsible and fair management models of 
access to water, from the perspective of implementing Organisa-
tion and local communities. A common line of intervention will 
be promoted on two different levels (macro and micro), accepted 
and shared universally by all actors.(2) UN Assembly Resolution A/64/L.63/Rev.1 - 28 July 2010.
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the PrInCIPles of the Charter

The principles of the Charter are those contained in the 
“Manifesto for a World Contract on Water”, and ca be consider as the 
main Declarations subscribed during the Alternative Forum on Wa-
ter and the World Social Forums by many organizations and move-
ments engaged in defending water. 

These principles were ratified by the Resolution of the 
UN Assembly, in the field of right to water and sanitation (Resolution 
A/64/L.63/rev 1 of 28th July 2010) (3).

  1.  Water is a “source of life”, it’s a common good which belongs to 
every human being and to every living specie on Earth;

  2.  The right to water and sanitation is an universal, inalienable and 
unlimited human right.

  3.  The right to safe drinking water and to sanitation is an essential 
human right for the full enjoyment of life and all human rights 
(UN Resolution).

  4.  The “Ecosystems” are common goods. The preservation of the 
water cycle is an essential condition for ecosystems, animals and 
people life. Citizens should be responsible and direct actors of 
their management.

  5.  Water is a limited resource both at a local and global level, and it 
has to be used without wastages and preserving present and fu-
ture quality (sustainable use). Wasting water seriously compro-
mise life and future generations.

  6.  The Water property must belong to the States. The water Govern-
ance and political control must be participatory and democratic, 
and must include local communities.

  7.  Water management models promoted and supported by coop-
eration activities should be include local population and their 

full control. The management should be: equal, inclusive, toler-
ant, transparent, responsible and it must exclude for profit pri-
vate enterprises, including the partnership models public/private 
(PPP).

  8.  Local and National Institutions, from towns to States, should 
ensure the investments to guarantee the essential right to wa-
ter and sanitation for everyone and its sustainable use. To this 
purpose the States could introduce new taxes, aimed to find fi-
nancial public resources. In any case negotiations processes for 
a “social contract” within the local Communities and public pow-
ers should be promoted, clarifying and identifying roles division, 
responsibility and costs recovering (4).

  9.  The Citizens and local communities must participate directly or 
through their representatives to the definition and implementa-
tion of politics on water, from a local to a global level.

10.  The achievement of the right to water and sanitation must con-
tribute to enforce solidarity among people, communities, coun-
tries, respecting other human beings, genders, generations, and it 
must strengthen the creation of “partnerships” and a sustainable 
and fair government of extensive world water basin.

11.  The indications expressed by the Declaration of Indigenous Peo-
ple on Water of Kyoto 2003, and the Declaration of Indigenous 
People approved by United Nations, are assumed as referring 
principles of this Charter, to respect local indigenous communi-
ties and traditional knowledge.

(3) Assemblea Generale delle Nazioni Unite Risoluzione A/64/L.63/Rev.1

(4) The Human Right Council with the resolutions of .24.09.2010 clarified with 13 
recommendations how States can guarantee access to water, which is recognised by 
the UN resolution of the 26th of July 2010 (A/HRC/15/L.14).
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essentIal CrIterIa

The principles mentioned above should concretely in-
spire the approach of cooperation programmes and actions for the 
access to water. Even more should inspired the composition and 
the aims of the partnerships, as well as the financial resources.

Commitments of donor bodies and Institutions

a)  to guarantee the nature and origin of grants according to the 
principles of the Charter, promoting direct participation and ac-
tions of citizens, especially by those communities invested by 
the interventions;

b)  to prevent the interventions from commercial objectives of pri-
vate enterprises and PPP programmes;

c)  to select projects according to the principle of the Charter, find-
ing out for each bid, sector and geographic area the most urgent 
area. To use selection criteria from a rigid scores framework 
with transparent and clear procedures;

d)  to avoid activities and programmes promoted by Agencies and 
National or International Institutes implementing PPP models 
and water management oriented to privatization (profit oriented 
management, totally privates or PPP models, with a private man-
agement model);

e)  to set up the establishment of Comities and Experts that should 
monitor and support the Donor Institutions in the correct appli-
cation of the principles and criteria introduced by the Charter;

f)  to provide a project evaluation through participatory methodolo-
gies (which include local communities) and a system of objective 
parameters for the measurement of the principles application, 
to submit in the presentation phase of projects; to provide for 
grants cancellation or sanctions, in case of violations of the prin-
ciples subscribed by the beneficiary Body.

Commitments for the implementing actors

a)  to share the principles and suggestions of the Manifesto for a 
World Water Contract and to respect the Charter principles and 
criteria, in the field of the proposed projects;

b)   to promote the exchange and construction of real territorial 
partnerships, public – public, public – community, community – 
community, respecting the introduced principles;

c)   to enforce the community management and the participatory 
management experiences, and co – management with public ad-
ministrator and Bodies;

d)   to solicit Public Institutions to take in charge the costs of the 
right to water (minimal basic needs);

e)   to testify they don’t receive any other grant and they don’t partic-
ipate directly and indirectly (partnerships member or coopera-
tive) to any other programmes/projects/actions which promote 
water management models oriented to private interests or profit, 
or public- private partnership (PPP);

f)   to prove they don’t receive grants or sponsorship from enter-
prises, societies or organizations applying private models or PPP 
models in the water management;

g)   to apply the Charter principles through specific methods indi-
cated by donors;

h)   to sustain the mobilizations of the local community defending 
water against the privatization processes and all forms of water 
expropriation and reserves in the territories;

i)   to value the information activity and participation of territorial 
actors working for the Manifesto’s principles;

j)   to prevent or denounce every form of corruption in every water 
management aspect and phase for all the actors (Public Institu-
tions, administrator, users); to establish and implement policies 
and regulation, interventions planning, goods and services sup-
ply, infrastructures constructions, funds management, human 
resources administration and management.
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Management and Methodological referring aspects

The projects that aimed to guarantee the access to wa-
ter and sanitation and their recognition as human rights, should de-
scribe the interventions methods able to promote the Charter princi-
ples, as well as their objects and methodologies. 

The management and methodological criteria should 
find their application among all the different activities, even if the 
technical aspects are the most important elements of the interven-
tions (ex.: construction of draw well, waterworks, small dam, etc.)

The most important criteria in selection and evaluation 
projects that should be subscribed and shared by the joining actors 
of the Charter, are the following:

ManageMent

1.  to sustain public and community management, implemented by 
non – profit actors which respond to the criteria of fairness, in-
volvement, participation, non discrimination, transparency and 
responsibility, avoiding situations, contests and mechanisms 
which could support the management of private and for profit 
organizations, or based on a PPP approach;

2.   to sustain those kind of managements respecting the employees 
and promoting their participation in decisions concerning the 
right to water and sanitation;

3.   to start up mechanisms and procedures able yo guarantee the 
participation of local communities in the estimation of fees and 
differentiated fee systems for consumption levels and use, and 
for social conditions, to guarantee the service equity;

4.   participation of local community to “costs” recovering (in case 
the States don’t contribute) to guarantee the right to “minimal 
basic needs” for the poorest and most vulnerable categories, and 
the adoption of solidarity shared criteria to guarantee the access 
to water to everyone;

5.   to value the intervention methodologies maintaining or report-
ing to the public sphere and local communities the management 
of the services of access to water;

6.   the promote information activity, awareness and lobbying cam-
paign to bring local authorities to assume their responsibilities 
in the promotion and construction of drinking water and sani-
tation infrastructures and their management, according to the 
principles introduced at point 1; 

ParticiPation

7.  to elaborate participatory methodologies for needs identification, 
in the field of access to water by the local communities through 
confrontation activities and process between local actors;

8.   to promote dialogue among new local actors and experienced 
ones, to reduce efforts and to find better synergies and collabo-
rations;

9.   to promote an active participation, through the involvement of 
population and local actors in the definition of water and infra-
structures management methods during the implementation, 
management, and water quality monitoring phase;

10.   to reduce water conflicts management through initiatives pro-
moting confrontation among all local actors and the research of 
shared solutions;

11.   to promote water democracy for water basins and rivers, through 
the creation of representative assemblies of citizens and the ap-
plication of service and water defence charters by local commu-
nities;

12.   to elaborate a system of objective evaluation indexes according 
to participatory methods, for the Charter principles within the 
activities to realize;
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environMent

13.  to promote interventions aimed to water defence, improving wa-
ter quality in drinking and domestic use, and in sewage draw-
ing;

14.   to guarantee the environmental sustainability of the interven-
tions, in particular in case of actions with a relevant environ-
mental impact;

15.   to monitor the hydro geological impact of water drawing and 
use, especially in case of the construction of draw bells, drilling 
operations and water resources displacement between basins;

16.   to evaluate all decisions regarding the use of water (drawing 
from ground water, or superficial basin) on the draft of a Water 
Budget;

17.   to adopt a “water basin vision”, that means to apply the principle 
of sustainable and fair integrated management of basins water 
resources, from a technique point of view;

Food Soverignity

18.  the adoption of agriculture models inspired to the principles of 
Food Sovereignty, as a use and preservation instrument for wa-
ter, which privilege products cultivations destined to local con-
sumptions;

19.   application of sustainable irrigation systems and techniques for 
agriculture, regarding resources from different water basin;

20.   agricultural use of local products appropriate to the local cli-
mate, in particular in regions with a dry climate which need less 
water and cultures able to adjust to climate change;

21.   to avoid to give the support to intensive agriculture methods that 
use of big quantity of water, in contrast with local climate and 
environmental and social conditions;

22.   to avoid water use for monoculture systems, socially and envi-
ronmentally unsustainable cultivation (agricultural combusti-

ble on industrial scale), and energy production infrastructures 
(dams, centrals, canalizations, etc.), with a negative social and 
environmental impact and that are not allowed by the local pop-
ulation;

23.  a more suitable water use with local territories and cultures, ob-
serving human rights and environmental sustainability, to create 
lasting benefits for the community and the environment;

24.  to include the water impact or the products virtual water content 
in the decision processes regarding cultivations and productive 
technologies;

techniqueS, technologieS and knowledge

25.  to value local traditional knowledge on water use and manage-
ment, among the communities;

26.   to promote and recuperate local knowledge and technologies 
with a low environmental impact in water management for agri-
cultural purposes;

27.  to save water resources and to use methods and practises avail-
able for the local communities;

28.  to adopt techniques and technologies for water protections, sav-
ing and reuse and for the improvement of water quality and its 
constant monitoring and control;

29.  to adopt monitoring systems and reductions of water leak in 
processing and distribution processes; 

other Social aSPectS

30.  Recognition processes regarding the right to water by National 
Governments, communities and local bodies in the field of Con-
stitutional Charters, statutes and local legislation;

31.   Equal access to water for everyone without discriminations, 
with a special attention to gender equality;
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32.  local awareness campaigns – North and South – on the Charter 
principles and on water use, to sustain the UN resolution for the 
right to water and sanitation and the States and International 
Community commitments concerning the allocation of financial 
resources.

the paper describes the position of the associated ngos of coiBo (italian ngos 
network of Bolivia) (1) regarding water issues in the Bolivian context. the ideas are the 
results of the dialogue and consideration among coiBo ngos, which was developed at 
first in the coiBo commission on water, and then shared by all ngos in the assembly. it 
derives from exchange and evaluation processes of the ngo’s activities and motivations 
for their interventions in the region. the result is a document which describes the associ-
ated ngos position.

the aim of the document is to present the italian ngos vision on water issues in 
a coherent, synthetic, and accessible way. we hope through this document these ideas 
could spread publicly and could promote dialogue with central and local institutions and 
organizations involved on these issues.

the document could become a reference for other actors of cooperation operating 
on these themes or interested in creating synergies on strategic and operational aspects 
(objective confrontation, and activities and projects implementation), and for donors con-
cerning projects granting criteria.

the context of the themes (backgrounds, history, and legislation) is introduced 
from the perspective of associated ngos. we expose then the principles which found our 
commitment, as well as ngos methodologies to implement their principles in present and 
future actions. Finally, we present three different good practices experiences developed by 
italian ngos and some reference texts which contributed to develop our position. we think 
this could be an interesting point of consideration for other actors.

this document doesn’t represent a complete reference concerning the position 
of all associated ngos on water issues. it only reports the shared and common positions, 
still considering the ngos independence: each ngo keeps its peculiar position concerning 
other issues and their specific strategies and actions.

at the same time, the document doesn’t report the institutional position of italian 
cooperation, which has its own institutional representatives and its defined guide lines.

we want to thank finally all coordinators and desks working in italy and all the 
technical staffs of coiBo ngos which contributed to the draft of this document.

la Paz, 10 aprile 2010 carlo krusich
 coiBo coordinator 2009

(1) Il documento è stato sottoscritto dalle seguenti ONG aderenti a COIBO: acra, aSPem, celiM Bergamo, cevi, 
cooPi, coSv, cvcS, gvc, ProgettoMondo Mlal, ricerca e cooperazione, ucodeP.

CoIbo
agua para bolIvIa:  
una lluvIa de IdeaS

We InvIte you to SubSCrIbe the Charter on the WebSIte
WWW.WorldWaterContraCt.org 

SubSCrIptIon termS are IndICated on the WebSIteS

Italian Committee for Water World Contract - 16th November 2010  
(www.contrattoacqua.it)
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 seCtor fraMeWork: 
 Water In bolIvIa

Bolivia is a water-abundant coun-
try, but the distribution and access are not 
equal, and reflect the geographical and 
social differences. Moreover, water is often 
the reason of social and political conflicts 
between urban and fringe areas, rural ar-
eas and cities or among the same commu-
nities. there is a strong relation between 
limited access to water and population 
poverty conditions. the access to safe and 
clean water affects directly people’s health 
and their economics activities: the majority 
of Bolivians work on agriculture and live-
stock, which are very sensible activity to 
the availability and quality of water.

according to the uneSco world 
water report (2003), Bolivia occupies the 
16th position on 180 countries in relation 
with its water supply. nonetheless it oc-
cupies the 67th place on 122 countries 
regarding water quality. in Bolivia there 
are three extensive international water ba-
sins: the amazonian basin, which covers 
724.000 km², the Paraguay – Paraná Basin 
(or Plata’s basin), which covers 229.500 
km² and the andean Basin of the Plateau 
which extends for 145.081 km².

according to the data reported by 
Fao, the average rains consist on 1124 mm 
/ year (Fao/aquaStat, 2000). the driest 
region is the South east of the country, 
with less than 100 mm rain per year, while 
rains rise up on the east area of the coun-
try, where we find values of 1700 mm/year. 
in the Pando, the north department of the 
country, rains reaches values of 2200 mm. 
in the region of chapare we find the highest 
values of the country, with more than 5000 
mm of rain per year. in Bolivia the rain sea-
son is concentrated on a few months of 
the year and it often brings to floods which 

cause big damages to the cultivations; dur-
ing the other months, the dry season can 
bring other serious consequences. the im-
pacts of natural disasters like floods, dry 
season are known as the phenomenon of 
the “niño y la niña”. in the last years these 
two phenomenons have strongly increased, 
with negative impact on the situation, caus-
ing economic losses on gdP of 20%. the 
negative effects influences the conserva-
tion of the ands glaciers, which lost almost 
the half of their never – ending snow in the 
25 years, with tragic consequences for the 
future of fresh water reserves. the first 
tropical glacier of Bolivia disappeared, the 
chacaltaya.

agriculture is the sector which 
uses the biggest quantity of water, around 
94% of total actual water demand (around 
2.000 millions m³/year, 2007). nonethe-
less, only 11% of the agriculture surface 
can use irrigation systems, giving food se-
curity to one third of the population. at the 
moment there are around 230.000 hec-
tares which can use irrigation systems and 
an additional demand of 280.000 hectares. 
in the last years no significant improve-
ment regarding irrigations system was in-
troduced in the country, which still depends 
on rain seasons.

the amount of water used for hu-
man consumption is 104.5 millions of m³/
year, which is the 5% of the total demand 
of water. anyway, regarding drinking wa-
ter distribution, there are many differ-
ences among social groups. the 90% of 
urban population has access to domestic 
water use (oMS/uniceF, 2004), but only 
the 44% of rural population have it. even 
in urban areas water distribution is not 
equal. in middle and high class neighbour-
hood, there is a constant provision, while 
in popular and peripheries neighbourhood 
water distribution is limited and inhabitants 

have to supply with alternative methods, 
like tank cars. at the same time access to 
sanitation, in a wider meaning, is not uni-
form: it reaches the 60% of urban popula-
tion and only the 22% of rural population 
(oMS/uniceF, 2004).

among productive sectors, indus-
try and mines demands a high quantity of 
water, and consume every year almost 32 
million m³, which is 1% of the total country 
demand. the majority of the used water is 
released into the environment without any 
purification treatment.

the water is a serious environmen-
tal problem, as it damages citizen’s health 
and quality of life and ecosystems integrity. 
Many Bolivian lakes and rivers are polluted, 
as well as cities and mines groundwater. 
the mineral and industrial activities are 
the first causes of pollution, followed by 
wastewater drain and the sewer system 
leaks, which affect both surfaces reserves 
and groundwater.

 an hIstorIC ProCess
 of World relevanCe

in world summits of the 90s new 
lines and directions were imposed in the 
field of the water management: the world 
conference of rio de Janeiro of 1992, the 
uruguay round (1986 – 1994), the Marra-
kech conference of 1995, the world water 
Forums promoted by the world council. 
these changes regarded the distribution 
and treatment of drinking water for human 
use, considered as an economic resource 
which has to rely on markets and private 
participation.

in Bolivia two experiments of priva-
tizations of water management took place 
and determined the commercialization of 
this resource. Between 1997 and 1999 the 
water services of la Paz and cochabamba 
were privatized and their management was 
assigned to two consortiums controlled by 
two of the biggest water multinationals en-
terprises in the world.

in 1997 the drinking water services 
and the sewer system of la Paz, the were 
managed by the public enterprise SaMaPa 
(Servicio Autónomo Municipal de Agua y Al-
cantarillado), were privatized and assigned 
to the Aguas del Illimani consortium (aiSa), 
which was controlled by the French enter-
prise lyonnaise des eaux, a branch of the 
Suez. the concession was announced as 
a social plan meant to bring water to the 
disadvantaged neighbourhood of El Alto 
(the pro-poor concession): the contract 
provided for the installation of 70.000 
new domestic concessions and more than 
38.000 new sewage concessions. during 
the first years of the new management, 
the planned volumes of investments for the 
water and sewage systems expansion were 
not achieved, and the water consumption 
fees increased by 20%. the communities 
started to demonstrate against the aiSa 
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management trough Cabildos (popular as-
semblies) and mobilizations leaded by the 
el alto association FeJuve (Federación de 
Juntas de Vecinos). they demanded to the 
government the breach of the contract with 
aiFa. in 2005 the government started ne-
gotiations with the multinational. in 2007 
the government of evo Morales terminated 
the contract with Aguas del Illimani and as-
signed the water services management of 
la Paz and el alto to the new public enter-
prise ePSaS (Empresa-Pública-Social de 
Agua y Saneamiento).

in 1999 the cochabamba water 
services that were managed by the Servicio 
Municipal de agua Potable y alcantarillado 
(SeMaPa) were assigned to the consor-
tium of Agua del Tunari, controlled by the 
uS Multinational Bechtel as the majority 
shareholder. 

the government approved the law 
2029, which legally recognized the conces-
sion to privates of the basic provision and 
permitted the monopoly of management 
in some specific areas. with the first bills, 
the inhabitants of cochabamba found out 
that fees raised by almost 300% with the 
Aguas del Tunari administration. the water 
multinational didn’t respect traditional and 
communitarian customs and uses in water 
management, as well as the organization 
of the periphery areas of the city, and they 
asked for payments for draw bells water 
use through inhabitant’s resources and 
community labour. in February 2000 mo-
bilizations started, where population asked 
for the breach of the contract with Agua del 
Tinari. during the april of the same year, af-
ter many days of social conflicts, the gov-
ernment cancelled the contract of conces-
sion and repealed the contested law 2029.

with the mobilization in defence of 
water a social and political process started 
which influenced Bolivia political progress 

of the last 10 years. Bolivians expressed 
in the streets and squares that water is a 
common good of all communities and it 
can’t be privatized. its management must 
be public and communitarian. this aware-
ness launched the research for new mod-
els of water management, consistent with 
traditional habits and customs defended 
against privatization, which must be fair 
and transparent, with a social control and a 
high level of participation in decision mak-
ing processes. the importance of water in 
political issues of the country brought the 
government of evo Morales to the estab-
lishment of the Ministry of water, to sat-
isfy citizen’s demand in terms of access to 
water. this initiative promoted the realiza-
tion of a fair, sustainable and participatory 
water management, which can contribute 
to the social and economic development of 
the country. the Ministry of water “devel-
ops and implements public policies, plans, 
programmes and projects for the conser-
vation, the adaptation and the sustainable 
supply of environmental resources. it de-
velops the irrigation and sanitation systems 
with an integral and sustainable approach 
to basins, and it promotes the priority use 
of water for life through approaches con-
sistent with local traditional customs”.

 Water In legIslatIon

the article 373 of the new consti-
tution of the State, approved on the 25th 
January 2009, declares water as a “fun-
damental right for life” and completes a 
process began on 2000 when the city of 
cochabamba refused the privatization of 
water during the days which are remem-
bered as the “water war”. the water con-
stitutional system is now considered as an 
important achievement of social organiza-
tions which fought to get back public sov-
ereignty on water.

the new constitution confers the 
supremacy of the water management to the 
state: “it’s a duty of the State to manage, 
to rule, to protect and to plan the adequate 
and sustainable use of water, including so-
cial participation and the guarantee of the 
access to water for all inhabitants” (art. 
374). it states as well that “according to the 
law water resources […] cannot be object 
of private acquisition as well as its provi-
sion” (art. 373 inc. ii).

though the constitutional text for-
bids the privatization of water resource, it 
doesn’t offer the same guaranties for the 
service supply. the article 309 which rule 
the public economic organizations, estab-
lishes that public enterprises, between 
different objectives, will have to “adminis-
trate basic services of drinking water and 
sewage directly, or through public, com-
munitarian, cooperative or mixed enter-
prises” (art. 309). the constitution opened 
the course to the establishment of “public 
– private societies” or mixed enterprises, 
which are the new instruments for water 
multinational or big cooperation agencies 
to promote the privatization of water.

in Bolivia doesn’t exist at the mo-
ment an outline law on water resources: 

the law on water of 1906 was annulled be-
cause of the temporal context in which it 
was enacted. Beside the lack of a general 
law, different sector rules were developed. 
regarding human consumption the “law in 
drinking water and sewer system”, is still in 
force. this law is the number 2066, and it 
was re – published on 2000 to modify the 
contested law 2029, which allowed the pri-
vatization of water through the instrument 
of the concession.

according to the law, the regula-
tion of services supply is assigned to the 
Superintendencia de Saneamiento Básico 
(SiSaB), which can confer concessions 
and licences for the service and fix prices, 
fees, and taxes. in 2007 the SiSaB ap-
proved with the administrative resolution 
n. 124/2007, the Guía de Solicitud de Li-
cencias y Registros, after a confrontation 
process with social organization. this is 
a binding regulation which recognizes le-
gal identity to small entities which supply 
water and their rights on sources and the 
service area. afterwards in Santa cruz and 
cochabamba were organized the ctrl 
(Comités Técnicos de Licencias y Registro), 
which are in charge of supervising the ad-
mission demands of communitarian drink-
ing water and irrigation systems.

with the aim of ruling water use in 
the agricultural sector, the law 2878 was 
approved in 2004, after a long confronta-
tion with the irrigator organizations. the 
law 2878 has the objective of administrat-
ing water resources for irrigation, and it 
establishes a new institutional framework, 
which localize and ensure the rights to 
use water through a register. the register 
contains the concessions of water sources 
to families and indigenous and local com-
munities, and it has the aim of guarantying 
the access to water for domestic and tradi-
tional agriculture use.
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the Supreme act 0071 of april 
2009, established the Autoridad de Fiscal-
ización y Control Social Agua Potable y Sa-
neamiento (aaPS), which substituted the 
SiSaB in its functions, and it has as objec-
tive “to rule activities realized by” natural 
persons and corporate, privates, commu-
nitarian, mixed and cooperative bodies, in 
the field of drinking water and sanitation 
(art. 3, dS0071). it wants to guarantee 
beneficiary’s rights and the access for 
all inhabitants of the multinational State 
to the services, ensuring the sustainable 
provision of natural resources. the aaPS 
monitors and rules the drinking water and 
sanitation systems activities, according 
to the law 2066 (2000), which rules the 
drinking water services and sewer sys-
tems, and to law 2878 (2004), which 
rule the irrigation sector. the aaPS also 
monitors the regulations coherence with 
the constitution”.

the experience of rural communi-
ties and of the big cities peripheries, with 
their organizational way of life around wa-
ter is the base of a legal framework which 
responds to the demand of all sectors. at 
a local level many communities still man-
age their water resources according to 
their ancient traditional use and customs, 
with their mechanisms of distribution, work 
and costs sharing. But the communitarian 
management of water cannot always face 
different problems, such as water scarcity 

or sources pollution, as they don’t provide 
for sufficient instruments and resources to 
bring technical improvements, in basic wa-
ter infrastructures and water treatment.

the national development Plan for 
2006-2010 drafted by the actual govern-
ment establishes new guide lines in the 
field of water resources regulation and 
management. the document declares that 
“water is a right of people and all living be-
ings on a territory, and its distribution and 
use must be based on values of justice, 
solidarity, equity, diversity and sustainabil-
ity” (Pnd, 2006:125). the State is commit-
ted to promote the public and participated 
management of water resource, giving 
particular attention to the needs and rights 
of people with scarce economic resources 
and native indigenous people.

the actual government is elabo-
rating a new law proposal (the law draft 
is called Ley de Agua para la Vida, water 
for life law) to establish a binding frame 
for water management, and to promote 
the legal recognition of traditional and cus-
tomary use of water resources. the law 
must be introduced coherently inside the 
legal framework of the State constitution, 
conferring rights and duties to all actors 
involved in the process: national and local 
authorities, services suppliers, communi-
ties and also cooperation and financing 
bodies.

 PrInCIPles and values of CoIbo
 regardIng Water Issues

coiBo ngos have been working 
for many years on water issues in Bolivia. 
during our experience in this sector we 
identified and defined the principles and 
the values which lead our work, through a 
constant dialogue and ideas exchange with 
international and italian movements which 
fight in defence of water.

italian ngos share and recognize 
the next principles and values:
•   Water,  as  a  fundamental  source  of  life 

for the ecosystem, is a common good 
and belongs to all human beings.

•   The  access  to  water,  with  adequate 
quantity and quality, is a universal hu-
man right and it is inalienable, individual 
and collective

•   Water  must  contribute  to  enforce  soli-
darity among people, community, coun-
tries, genders and generations

•   The property, government and manage-
ment of water must be public. water is 
not merchandise, and it cannot be priva-
tized. Public – private partnerships and 
for profit bodies are refused and have 
to be considered a water privatization 
form; on the other side, experiences of 
partnerships public – public, public – 
community, community – community, 
must be promoted. communitarian or-
ganization experiences and forms are 
considered public experiences.

•   Water must involve citizens and commu-
nities in equal, participating, democratic 
and transparent ways. citizens must 
guarantee the economic sustainability 
of water service according to their uses, 
customs and possibilities, as well as na-
tional and local bodies.

•   Water is a limited resource at a local and 
global level, and its management must 
be sustainable, for preventing damages 
to future generations.
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 MethodologIes for ProjeCts
 and PolICIes draft and exeCutIon

the ngos of coiBo identify the 
following methodological aspects for the 
definition, draft and execution of policies 
and projects concerning water.

1.  rafforzare i processi democratici 
e partecipativi nella gestione 
dell’acqua.

water issues involve everyone and 
water is a “common good” and it belongs 
to all communities. that is the reason why 
ngos are committed in the creation and 
empowerment of decisional spaces and 
processes which involve all actors which 
have a role in the water cycle, both for hu-
man use than for productive aims. these 
processes must include services sup-
pliers, public and communitarian ones, 
and citizens users or comunarios, with a 
particular attention to the women partici-
pation. the democratic and participatory 
processes imply a transparent manage-
ment and transparent mechanisms of 
water management control and corruption 
prevention.

communities will focus their at-
tention on the empowerment of participa-
tory and “governance” models of the entire 
water resource cycle regarding the priori-
ties of use and drawing, and the prevention 
to privatization and merchandizing risks. 
these risks come from the public – private 
partnerships which were already experi-
enced on the Bolivian territory.

2.  to recognise cultural differences and 
to sustain dialogue, confrontation 
and participation of all actors in the 
water conflicts management.

conflicts often emerge in relation 
to the access to water sources and their 
use, and involve communities which share 
the same water basin like irrigators and 
drinking water consumer organizations etc. 
a sustainable water management, which 
can be effective for common and collective 
interests, must be based on the respect 
of cultural differences and pluralisms. For 
these reason we consider essential the 
empowerment of dialogue and confronta-
tion among all involved actors, in the man-
agement of water conflicts. the conflicts 
solution must include solidarity and equal-
ity principles to ensure a fair and sustain-
able access to water.

3.  to guarantee environmental 
sustainability, to promote water 
saving and water rational use in all 
interventions.

the actions of italian ngos are 
directed to inform populations and or-
ganizations they work with, about the 
necessity of defending environment to 
guarantee the future availability of water 
and all natural resources. they will work 
mostly with the aim of reducing negative 
impact of human activities. they will work 
on awareness campaigns on an efficient 
and careful use, both for domestic and 
productive purposes, reminding that wa-
ter is a limited resource.

the diffusion of water saving 
methods will be promoted for human and 
productive uses. in particular the actions 
will propose more efficient irrigation meth-
ods. education (formal and informal) for 
every generation in urban and rural areas 

will be an essential component to change 
behaviours and to consolidate the values of 
solidarity and sustainability (with a particu-
lar attention to children and women). the 
activities aimed at increasing individual 
and collective responsibility must become 
a fundamental aspect of every intervention 
related to water issues.

4.  to assist confrontation and 
dialogue between communities, 
central and local bodies, related 
to the assumption of mutual 
responsibilities and definition of 
public policies.

the communities play the most 
important role in water resource manage-
ment, which is now recognised as a funda-
mental human right, after the new Bolivian 
juridical situation and the social conflict of 
2000. this extremely important change 
should guarantee a better social control 
and a more democratic access to water. 
at the same time, a progressive breaking 
up process of the state structure could de-
rive from this situation, especially at a local 
level for what concerns water resources 
management. the coiBo ngos will pro-
mote the assumption of responsibilities 
between managing organizations (water 
committees, social cooperative, etc.) and 
the municipality, so that they could take 
charge of water management. that means 
they will take care of the network planning, 
the maintenance of water infrastructures, 
and the organization of resources, tech-
nique staff and labour force, with a per-
spective of governance of water resources 
and water basin.

5.  Investments to promote a 
participatory and social water 
distribution service management, 
respecting environment, efficient 
and sustainable.

all interventions promoted by 
ngos will respect the traditional uses and 
customs of the interested communities, 
to guarantee to everyone the access to a 
minimal basic need as a right, and they 
will have to consider beside the techni-
cal aspect, the financial and the social 
sustainability aspect of water resources. 
From the technique point of view the use 
of technologies which respect the habits, 
traditions and use appropriated knowl-
edge is privileged; technologies which use 
local materials and an easy maintenance. 
it is also considered the environmental im-
pact of every intervention and the impact 
reduction of materials and water infra-
structure, using environmental engineer-
ing methods.

water is a right and can’t be 
merchandise and it can be accessible on 
an income base, and the access must be 
guaranteed to everyone. the recovering 
of costs for water services (distribution 
services, water treatments) must be guar-
anteed from the collective commitment of 
citizens, communities and local and central 
authorities. the recovering of the costs for 
a minimal basic need of drinking water for 
every citizen must be guaranteed by public 
authorities.
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6.  to identify, to recognise and to 
sustain traditional use and customs 
and traditional knowledge in 
technology and water management.

rural population developed an ef-
ficient and sustainable use of the resource. 
this traditional and ancestral techniques 
must be respected, defended and valued, 
and in many cases could present good so-
lutions for a better use of water and could 
meet some modern technologies. at the 
same time it must be considered the cos-
mological vision of population, which saw 
water as a human being, a fundamental 
part of a belief which represents a universe 
view. the ngos are committed to respect 
beliefs and cultural practises, in the field 
of natural resources, in particular water. 
it’s necessary to consider the beneficiaries 
habits to avoid technologies which are not 
acceptable or contrary to the local tradi-
tional belief and organizational forms.

7.  recognize the water basin as a 
reference unit and promote integral 
management policies of water 
resources.

the water cycle and drainage take 
place in the “water basin” and every poli-
cies and projects related to water manage-
ment must consider the basin as a funda-
mental reference unit. water exploitation 
or valorisation interventions and projects, 
must consider their environmental impacts 
on the compatibility with the volume of 
available resources and the basin refill. 
the interventions must respect natural 
laws which rule water cycle. For this rea-
son we believe it’s important to promote 
a water resources global management to 
respect the water balance, the integrity of 
ecosystems and the ecological processes 
of basins. at the same time, it’s necessary 

to consider and favour the participation and 
the involvement of all actors and communi-
ties which live close to the same basin, to 
take decisions regarding water and local 
basin use and valorisation.

8.  to support ratification processes of 
the right to water by local, central 
and international authorities.

italian ngos believe that water is a 
right, though the international institutional 
community keeps on considering it as an 
essential requirement or an economic good 
which is subject to market laws.

ngos are committed to sustain 
initiatives for the recognition of the right to 
water as a universal, inalienable right for 
every human being. the right to water and 
its defence must become a priority of the 
political agenda and it must be introduced 
into the constitutions, as it already hap-
pened in Bolivia, ecuador, and uruguay. 
we believe it is important that the right 
to water will be included in treaties and 
international conventions (also in relation 
to climate changes and water crises which 
these changes are worsening), and that it 
will be introduced and supported in the 
statutes of local provincial and regional 
authorities, or formally approved through 
ad hoc resolutions. 

9.  to support exchanges and 
partnerships between public and 
communitarian management 
bodies (public-public cooperation 
agreement, public-community and 
community-community).

another important methodological 
aspect is the exchange of experiences (at a 
national and international level), and good 
practices as a vehicle to promote the pub-
lic, communitarian and participatory water 
resource management. the exchanges be-
tween public water provision, both public 
and communitarian, offer the opportunity 
to verify if succeeding models applied in 
urban and rural areas, could be proposed 
in different contexts. 

during the exchanges activities 
specific issues can be faced, concerning 
the technical and administrative manage-
ment of water system, as well as more 
general issues, like the legal aspects in the 
field of water services and the relations be-
tween authorities and citizens / users.

10.  to promote the correct water 
management for productive 
purposes and food security.

ngos will avoid activities which 
could cause environmental dangers or 
damages to water basins. italian ngos are 
committed to promote the use of water for 
agricultural systems constant with local 
requirements and the geographical peculi-
arities, with the production and consump-
tion cycle, and with the conservation and 
defence of environmental processes.

they will promote “non water in-
tensive” cultivations and productions, as 
well as the functional use of water to rural, 
productive and food requirements, to satis-
fy the alimentary self – sufficiency of rural 
communities. the introduced productive 

activities and cultivations must not damage 
the water cycle stability, in relation to the 
local water basin, and must include a low 
level of water and pollution.

11.  to use participatory methodologies 
to identify the needs of water.

the use and the demand of access 
to water depend on geographical and so-
cial contests. For this reason is essential 
to promote and support active processes, 
to identify the interventions sectors which 
respond to an effective demand and involve 
local communities and actors. to avoid the 
realization of projects which don’t meet real 
needs, we commit to work with beneficiar-
ies from the needs identification phase un-
til the implementation and the conclusion 
of interventions in the water sector.
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 good PreCtIves.

Water ManageMent CoMItees enPoWerMent  
In the south area of CoChabaMba

description: the Bolivia water project had the objective of guaranteeing the access to 
water for domestic use to the inhabitants of the south area of cochabamba, promoting 
citizen participation in water services and resources management. the project developed 
educational and counselling courses for the water management committees of the area 
through the promotion of a participatory, sustainable and responsible management of 
water resources and services, improving social organizations skills (aSica Sur). during 
the training different targets group were involved, not only managers and committees 
members, but also users and inhabitants of the neighbourhood, for a training on techni-
cal, administrative and bureaucratic problems, promoting a correct management of water 
infrastructure. during the project implementation, the water committees of the south area 
were supported in the recognition process as water services supplier by the State. the 
Bolivia water project could create synergies with other water related projects of the peri-
urban area of cochabamba, such as the project PaSaaS (water infrastructures construc-
tion) and the project Misicuni (water provision through a dam construction).
Finally different congresses were promoted for experiences and technologies exchanges 
through the event organization (i and ii international water Fair) and the promotion of 
international convention on water issues (water world Forum, world Social Forums and 
other).

project name: Bolivia water 2004-2009
ngo: cevi
location: cochabamba
donor: region of Friuli venezia giulia

Model of CoMunItarIan ManageMent of a drInkIng Water syteM

description: the Saya community drinking water system was built by the community 
members. this system improved health conditions of the population, which suffered of 
illnesses related to water pollution (rivers and draw wells were not protected from toxic 
materials coming form surface water). Furthermore, women have more time today for their 
activities, as they don’t have to walk to the far draw wells: with the new system the have 
taps from which they can have fresh water.

the project for drinking water in Saya, has been based on the following principles: 
•   The direct system management of the community members, who are not only service 

users but active administrators of the community.
•   The valorisation of ancestral costumes and traditions in the regulation of drinking water 

communitarian system
•   The integrated management of the local water basin

the system management committee has an executive council composed of a president, 
a vice-president, a treasurer and a secretary. the beneficiaries know that this body has 
to coordinate with the trade union authorities and with local administration to guarantee 

the good management of the communitarian system. to guarantee maintenance costs 
recovery (tools, administrative materials, and technical staff) every user pays a fixed low 
fee, and another amount according to each consumption levels. 

project name:   From the source, the community of valle araca has access to water.
ngo: acra
location:  community of Saya, Municipality of cairoma, Fifth municipal section of loayza pro-

vince – department of la Paz
donor: aato venezia

IMProveMent of CoMunItarIan MeCChanIMs of Water CatChIng, storIng, 
dIstrIbutIon and use In the ChaCo of tarIja

description: two consecutive projects (emergency and environmental disaster prepara-
tion) kept the same objective to guarantee the access to safe water for human use in the 
community of chaco in the entre rios municipality, where the guaranì culture lives with the 
customs of chaqueños farmers and breeders. during the project execution many educatio-
nal processes destined to different communities and their leaders were realized, regarding 
water treatment and safe storing mechanisms, using local knowledge and native system 
for water settling processes.
catching and drinking water system were improved, together with the constitution and 
empowerment of water committees and communitarian irrigation committees (construc-
tion and maintenance, health education, statutes and regulation, administration and fees 
structure, environmental impact reduction).
a study on surface water mapping was realized (mountainsides, gorges, rivers, etc.), and 
it provided information on water quality and the quantity to prevent dry season and to 
avoid deep well drilling which cause water exhaustion and an high salt levels. the project 
approach is humanitarian, and activities and strategies were developed according to the 
sustainability and adaptability of local population (low cost intervention). 

project name:  vulnerable indigenous communities of breeders of Bolivian and Paraguayan 
chaco prepared to environmental disasters.

ngo: coopi
location: chaco in the region of tarija, entre rios municipality (Bolivia)
donor:  european commission, department of humanitarian aid and civil Protection 

(echo)
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